CALENDAR FOR INTERSESSION 2017 CLASSES

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTING 035, QUICKBOOKS I 2.0 UNITS
This is an introductory course on using Quickbooks software in the business environment for preparation of accounting information. The course will cover accounting theory and practical knowledge of QuickBooks on topics that include company file setup, customizing QuickBooks, recording customer and vendor transactions, bank reconciliations, creation of accounting reports and customization.

29413 6:00p-10:15p Tu Th McClellan M SAC A-108 01/10-02/02

ACCOUNTING 104, FEDERAL AND CALIFORNIA TAXES 4.0 UNITS
Learn how to prepare federal and California state income tax returns for the individual. Learn tax theory and rules behind the Form 1040 and the most common IRS Schedules, such as Schedules A, B, C, D, E, and common income adjustments and tax credits. This course is CTEC qualified. This course may be repeated as continuing education for professional certification.

30661 Sung L SAC WEB 01/09-02/03

30661 online instruction with mandatory review sessions on Tues., 1/10, 1/17, 1/24 and 1/31 from 6:00p-10:00p in SAC A-209.

ANTHROPOLOGY

ANTHROPOLOGY 100, INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 3.0 UNITS
A cross-cultural survey of the major areas of cultural anthropology including subsistence patterns, economic and political systems, family and kinship, religion, and cultural change. Also includes contemporary issues facing humankind such as the environment, resource depletion, ethnic conflict, globalization, and warfare. Emphasis is on understanding cultural diversity and cultural universals.

29571 9:00a-12:20p M Tu W Th Staff SAC D-401 01/09-02/02
29568 6:00p-9:20p M Tu W Th Staff SAC D-401 01/09-02/02

ART

ART 100, INTRODUCTION TO ART CONCEPTS 3.0 UNITS
A study of the visual arts in relation to both personal and cultural expressions. Fundamentals of visual organization, color theory, terminology, historical art movements and concepts will be studied. Required for art majors.

31327 SAC WEB 01/09-02/03

Section 31327 online instruction. No on-campus meeting times. Students are required to log on to Blackboard on the first day of classes: http://rsccd.blackboard.com.

31328 SAC WEB 01/09-02/03

Section 31328 online instruction. No on-campus meeting times. Students are required to log on to Blackboard on the first day of classes: http://rsccd.blackboard.com.

31329 SAC WEB 01/09-02/03

Section 31329 online instruction. No on-campus meeting times. Students are required to log on to Blackboard on the first day of classes: http://rsccd.blackboard.com.

31324 9:00a-12:20p M Tu W Th Soriano I SAC C-213 01/09-02/02
31325 1:00p-4:20p M Tu W Th Staff SAC A-130 01/09-02/02
31326 5:00p-8:20p M Tu W Th Staff SAC A-130 01/09-02/02

REGISTRATION QUESTIONS? CALL 714-564-6005